2000 camaro sub box

Fits all F-body Coupes Adds insane amount of bass Sits perfectly in center well storage area
Box goes down about half way in well Tops slide into cavity created by the box Removal of t-top
holders required if equipped Installs easily. If you've been looking all over for a high-end
custom box for your Camaro or Firebird, you came to the right place. And, if you are as tired of
seeing those generic carpeted junk boxes all over the internet as we are and you are ready for
something more from a box, look no further. Our customers just wont settle for anything less.
Not only do our boxes fit and look fantastic, but they are versatile as well. They can
accommodate a number of sub combinations and sizes and can even be personalized with one
of our famous embossed logos. So if you are scouting for a gift for someone special or just
want an awesome box for your own ride, our well boxes will not disappoint. We also custom cut
our speaker holes according to the subwoofer information given to us by your order. Those
other places who mass produce their generic boxes only cut one size hole--without caring if
they will fit your subs. But not all subs will fit that hole without modification. At Subthump, we
believe that on this nice of a box, it is important for us to cut the right size holes for your subs
to eliminate any possibility of too much slop which is bad or having to enlarge the holes which
is a pain. A snug fit has been our goal from the first well box that left our shop from day 1. After
construction, we cover the top visible portion of the box in vinyl to match your rear trim panels.
The underside portion of the box is covered in speaker box carpet of your color choice. Speaker
terminals are installed on the back for quick hook up to your amp. So if you are ready to hear
what a real f-body box should sound like, simply make your selections and we will take care of
the rest. Simply spec out your box below and let us build your box specifically for you.
Subthump E. Lyonsville Rd. Connersville , IN Phone: More Images. It has a very clean look and
sound, the T-tops fit nice and snug too. I debated on getting the Raised lettering, but im sure
glad I did. It really pops and makes it seem alot more custom. The guys from the audio shop
down the road loved it and I always get good compliments. I highly recommend purchasing this
if you want a box with good looks and sound quality. I doubt you will find anything better for
this price range It it the best built box and best quality boxes I have ever owned. Installs very
cleanly and the T-Top slots hold the T-tops nice and firm. The T-Tops don't slide around or
rattle. The sounds is very clean and the box produces great sound. Mine has the raised lettering
and they look perfect. I highly recommend this box to anyone looking for a nice clean look and
sound to their vehicle Rating: [5 of 5 Stars]. Extra Info This product was added to our catalog on
Monday 11 January, Connersville , IN Call Us: Email Us: sales subthump. Quick Find:. Available
Options:. Alternate Cutout Size in : enter an alterate mounting hole size in inches. Vinyl Color:
select the vinyl color for the face of the box. Logo Selection: select logo choice. This is one of
the best boxes I have seen in a long time. I have had this box for 3 yrs. Add to Wish List. Fits all
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this nice of a box, it is important for us to cut the right size holes for your subs to eliminate any
possibility of too much slop which is bad or having to enlarge the holes which is a pain. A snug
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vehicle:. Enter a new vehicle to add it to Your Garage and filter the results below. Enter a new
vehicle. Amazon's Choice for camaro sub box. FREE Shipping. Only 3 left in stock - order soon.
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installs in the rear cubby area on the drivers side of the vehicle and is ready to accept almost
any model subwoofer! Our boxes are made from precision cuts of MDF. They are then liquid
nailed, nailed and completely sealed. We then wrap them with high quality carpet that matches
most vehicle interiors. All Boxes feature high grade spring loaded terminal cup s for the
absolute best connection possible. All the custom series enclosures are made to fit precisely
into your Chevy Camaro Coupe to the get the max performance from every extra inch of wasted
space. We guarantee you will not only see a difference in the quality of the boxes we build, but
you will hear the difference and that is what is it is truly all about. Skip to main content.
Consider these available items. Currently unavailable. We don't know when or if this item will be
back in stock. Brand: American Sound Connection. Customers who viewed this item also
viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. What other items do
customers buy after viewing this item? Customers who bought this item also bought. Planet
Audio AC Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing
your request. Please try your search again later. Compare with similar items. Product
information Product Dimensions 18 x 14 x 10 inches Item Weight 8. Would you like to tell us
about a lower price? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings
calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer
bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer
images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the
United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified
Purchase. So the reviews are all over with this box saying this has to be cut to fit a 10" sub and
others day you don't. So if you question which sub to get Just get the one I got and you'll have
no problems. Images in this review. Direct fit on my 94z. Mi n e had torn carpet on. Ox but at
least it was on back and u can't see it or I would have returned it. Now at least I do t have to
move anything around to drop my tops in there holders. Ypu b will need a foot or 2 of good
speaker wire to go from inside the box to toure subwoofer. Was supposed to come in on 14th
but came on the 11th so delivery was very good and fast! By ddgrego on September 13, Exactly
what I was looking for at a great price. Downside I did have to adjust it a bit to fit under the
plastic and the shipping was basically this box inside of a cardboard box. This caused some of
the corners to get a bit messed up. Well I really like this box it fits well and snug and sounds
good with the 10 I chose yes you do have to cut a little away in the inside of the box to fit a good
quality sub in there but tbh it was vary easy to get it to fit and seal well definitely recommend
this to all my 4thgen fbody lovers that are looking for a little hide away sub. The box looked as
described but the 10" pioneer shallow sub I bought for it wouldn't go in. I had do I lot of cutting

with a jigsaw to get it in and it's still not flush like I'd like it but close enough. My only other
complaint is that it's a little Tall for my camaro once I put it in leaves the trim that goes over it
sticking up. If I didn't have to make the hole bigger I probably would have given it 5 stars still
but I thought I would just have put in some wires and tighten down the sub but it ended up
taking me about an hour or so to get it in. Speaker box is of good overall quaulity. As stated by
others, it is too tall and does not allow the trim panel to secure at the drivers rear corner. Decent
connectors both external and internal. Good value unless you have a "wood shop" and an entire
day to spend creating all the needed cuts to duplicate this box. Will recommend to friends! One
person found this helpful. My vehicle, a Camaro will benefit with this item by keeping its original
look and kept away as an eye sore. It blends right in with the rest of the vehicle. First off, when it
arrived some spots of the carpet were already scratched off and some of the mdf was already
flaking, BUT that was NOT the sellers fault, the carrier did the damage while shipping. Now This
box is well worth the money, I love it, the sound is amazing I had a double 10 box fitted for my
95 Firebird and this sounds WAY better than my previous box. Absolutely amazing sub box
Once the weather heats up I will share my photo with everyone, its awesome. See all reviews.
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